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Abstract

Purpose
Liver diseases are a major global health concern often requiring invasive assessment by needle bi-
opsy. 31P MR Spectroscopic Imaging (MRSI) allows non-invasive probing of important liver meta-
bolites. Recently, the adiabatic multi-echo spectroscopic imaging sequence with spherical k-space 
sampling (AMESING) was introduced at 7T, using localised T2 information for signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) gain. If AMESING could be implemented for liver MRSI, invasive biopsy could be avoided.

Methods
Ten male volunteers underwent 1D image-selected in vivo spectroscopy (3T) and 2D AMESING MRSI 
(3T and 7T) after a minimum four-hour fast. SNRs were calculated using maximum peak amplitudes 
and the SD of the noise. Metabolite peak ratios were calculated after fitting in jMRUI. Statistical 
comparisons were performed with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

Results
Liver metabolites’ T2 values at 7T were: PE (55.6±3.5 ms), PC (51.2±2.3 ms), Pi (46.4±1.1 ms), GPE 
(44.0±0.8 ms), GPC (50.4±0.8 ms) and α-ATP (18.2±0.4 ms). These allowed a total 3.2× SNR gain at 7T 
compared to 3T. PME/PDE and PE/(PME+PDE) ratios were higher at 3T, while GPC/(PME+PDE) was 
higher at 7T.

Conclusion
7T AMESING MRSI provides high-SNR spectral maps of liver metabolites including localised T2 infor-
mation which may benefit the diagnostic work-up of liver disease and avoid biopsy.
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Introduction
The number of people suffering from diffuse liver diseases is growing rapidly. Such diseases inclu-
de viral hepatitis, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) or hepatic steatosis and its progressive 
stage non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) [1]. The reference standard for diagnosing and grading 
these diseases is liver needle biopsy, an invasive procedure with known sampling bias [2-4]. Accu-
rate and quantitative non-invasive tools to detect and grade liver steatosis, fibrosis and especially 
inflammation are needed [5]. For steatosis and fibrosis, numerous tools have been evaluated and 
appear promising [6-9]. However, inflammation has been difficult to detect let alone grade using 
non-invasive alternatives [10]. This is clinically relevant, as inflammation is the hallmark of NASH and 
therefore mandatory to distinguish it from NAFLD.

Several potential candidates have been evaluated for detecting and grading inflammation, 
ranging from serum assays to new MRI techniques such as diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and 
intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM) MRI, MR Elastography and (ultrasmall) superparamagnetic iro-
noxide ((U)SPIO)-enhanced MRI [9-17]. However, none have yet proven to be a breakthrough diag-
nostic tool to distinguish NAFLD from NASH.

Phosphorus-31 MR Spectroscopy (31P-MRS) has been used for liver metabolite assessment for 
decades. The recent developments of new RF-coil set-ups and acquisition techniques in combina-
tion with higher field strengths (i.e. 3T and up) have resulted in increased interest in 31P-MRS as a tool 
for inflammation assessment in liver disease [18].

In 2010, Sevastianova et al. reported that at 3T the phosphomonoester/phosphodiester (PME/
PDE) ratio and the nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) over PME+PDE ratio 
(NAPDH/(PME+PDE)) could distinguish NAFLD from NASH patients [9]. More recently, Abrigo et al. 
reported that healthy controls, NAFLD and NASH patients showed distinct spectral ratios on 3T 31P-
MRS [19]. Interestingly, Abrigo et al. found different ratios to be related to NASH than Sevastianova 
et al. Possibly, this is due to the larger sample size in the former or due to post-processing differen-
ces as Abrigo et al. did not fit NADPH as a distinct peak. Both studies used the image-selected in 
vivo spectroscopy (ISIS) single voxel acquisition, hence no spatial information regarding metabolite 
ratios was obtained even though diffuse liver disease is known to be patchily distributed [2]. The use 
of Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy Imaging (MRSI) would overcome this drawback.

Recently, Van der Kemp et al. described the novel MRSI method AMESING: adiabatic multi-
echo spectroscopic imaging sequence with spherical k-space sampling. AMESING MRSI offers loca-
lised T2 information and provides T2-weighted SNR boost of 31P metabolites at 7T, potentially allowing 
metabolic imaging [20]. As the T2 information may reflect local molecular composition—e.g. that 
of (glycero-)phospholipids in the cellular membrane—AMESING MRSI may also be able to provide 
insights in the composition of cell organelles [21].

Given that 31P-MRS of the liver is most commonly performed on 3T MR systems, we implemen-
ted AMESING MRSI of the liver at 3T and compared it to conventional ISIS single voxel spectroscopy. 
To study the potential advantage for AMESING MRSI of increased SNR at high field strengths, we also 
implemented AMESING MRSI of the liver at 7T [22]. Moreover, we investigated whether T2 values 
could be derived from the liver using AMESING MRSI at 3T and 7T and whether additional SNR gain 
could be obtained by applying the localised T2 values for T2-weighted averaging. If AMESING MRSI 
could be successfully implemented, this could lead to increased 31P-MR sensitivity, paving the way to 
metabolic imaging of the liver.

31P-MR SPECTROSCOPY OF THE LIVER
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Materials and Methods

Ethical considerations
This study was approved by the Medical Research Ethics Committee of the Academic Medical Cen-
ter and informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Subjects
Ten healthy, male subjects were scanned at 3T and 7T. All subjects were scanned in a fasting state (at 
least four hours) to standardise conditions [23]. Measurements at 3T and 7T were performed within 
four weeks whenever possible. We only included male subjects to exclude the (potential) influence 
of the female hormonal cycle on liver metabolites. Liver disease was excluded by an MD (JHR) with 
a thorough medical history (no laboratory assessment was performed).

MR data acquisition
Single voxel ISIS acquisition was performed 
only at 3T as it is hampered by the increased 
chemical shift dispersion at high field strength. 
2D MRSI was performed at 3T and 7T with the 
AMESING sequence. All spectra were acquired 
after B0 shimming. Table 1 contains an overview 
of the acquisitions per field strength.

At 3T 31P-MRS data were acquired using a circular (ø 140 mm) transmit/receive surface coil (P140, 
Philips Research, Hamburg, Germany) on a Philips Achieva MRI scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, 
The Netherlands) running under software release 3.2. The P140 coil was placed over the liver with 
the subjects in supine position. The coil location was verified on the localiser images and adjusted if 
necessary using the coil’s internal marker and its impression on the body surface. 

At 7T 31P-MRS data were acquired using a quadrature double-tuned 1H/31P half-volume coil (two 
times ø 150 mm partially overlapped over a total length of 220 mm) on a whole-body 7T system 
(Philips Research, Cleveland, USA) running under software release 3.2. Subjects were placed supine 
in the scanner, with the half volume coil placed around the body, ensuring the centre of the coil was 
located over the liver (initially at the position of the xyphoid process and adjusted if necessary using 
the localiser images).

ISIS (3T)

Single voxel (60 × 60 × 60 mm3 = 216 mL) spectroscopy was performed at 3T with ISIS during free 
breathing, as described by Sevastianova et al. [9]. The voxel was positioned in the right-sided liver 
segments, as close to the coil as possible but excluding the muscular tissue (see Figure 1A-B). Per 
signal average 2k data points were sampled in 0.7 s over a 3 kHz bandwidth. Repetition time and ac-
quisition delay were 6 s and 0.10 ms, respectively. After two dummy acquisitions 128 signal averages 
were obtained, resulting in a total acquisition time of 13 minutes. For broadband decoupling, a wide-
band alternating-phase low-power technique for zero-residual splitting including four (WALTZ-4) 
phase cycles was applied at a -100 Hz offset with respect to the proton resonance frequency in H2O 
(i.e. at 3.9 ppm in the proton spectrum). For a further SNR boost nuclear Overhauser enhancement 
(NOE) was applied, together with WALTZ-4 broadband irradiation at 0.8 µT, duration 3.5 s and an 
offset of -100 Hz. The latter corresponds to circa 3.9 ppm in the proton spectrum, covering the 

Table 1.  Overview of acquisitions per field strength.

Single voxel 2D MRSI

ISIS AMESING

3T X X

7T — X
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glycerol groups that account for the predominant phosphorous-proton J-coupling. Both WALTZ-4 
decoupling and NOE were applied using the 1H body coil.

AMESING (3T and 7T)

For the AMESING MRSI one pulse-acquire (termed “FID” in this paper) and five multi-echo (termed 
“echoes”) acquisitions were obtained, as explained in [20]. Briefly, excitation was performed using 
an adiabatic half passage pulse (AHP) of 2 ms, followed by five refocusing B1 insensitive rotation pul-
ses at 180° (BIR-4 180°) of 4 ms duration. The excitation and refocussing pulses were implemented 
with frequency sweeps of 10 and 20 kHz, respectively. Both had tangent frequency modulation and 

Figure 1.  Voxel localisation. The localisation of the ISIS single voxel on 3T (A-B) and 2D MRSI on 3T (C) and 7T (D). 
For the ISIS voxel, care was taken to place it in the right liver lobe, close to the centre of the RF coil but excluding 
muscular tissue. The 2D MRSI acquisitions were non-localised in the feet-head (FH) direction which was performed 
by positioning the centre of the RF coils directly over the liver (e.g. note the coil edges in the subject’s subcutaneous 
fat layer on C).

31P-MR SPECTROSCOPY OF THE LIVER
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hyperbolic tangent amplitude modulation [24]. Measurements were performed both at 3T and 7T 
with a TR of 6 s to allow dissipation of the RF energy and comply with SAR limits. Subjects synchro-
nised their respiratory frequency with the acquisition cycle to reduce the influence of respiratory 
motion. Localisation was performed with 32 × 10 2D MRSI voxels of 10 × 10 mm2 placed over the liver 
(see Figure 1C-D). The FID and echoes were acquired with 512 and 256 data points at 3T and 7T, 
respectively. Spectral bandwidth was set at 5.6 kHz (echoes) and 11.2 kHz (FID) at 3T and 8.5 kHz 
(echoes) and 17.0 kHz (FID) at 7T to preserve equal acquisition durations for the FID and echoes. 
Echo spacing was set at 102 ms and 40 ms at 3T and 7T, respectively. Data were acquired with two 
signal averages of the centre of k-space at two frequency offsets—one at circa 4.0 ppm (between 
PME and PDE frequencies) and one at circa -8.0 ppm (between α-ATP and NADPH frequencies)—in 
6 minutes and 6 seconds per frequency offset.

31P-MR Spectroscopy data processing
Data were processed differently for ISIS and MRSI acquisitions. The 3T ISIS data were processed 
entirely in the spectroscopic signal processing package jMRUI [25]. All MRSI data underwent pre-
processing in MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) before further processing in jMRUI. Low 
quality MRSI data with SNR of Pi <5 (3T) or <10 (7T) were discarded. In addition, MRSI data with signal 
ratio between Pi/PCr <4—indicative of contamination with muscle 31P signals—were discarded.

ISIS (3T)

ISIS data obtained at 3T were processed in jMRUI version 4.0 with the AMARES algorithm. Data were 
zero-filled in the time domain to 8192 data points and apodized with a 25 Hz Gaussian filter. Zeroth 
order phase corrections were applied before quantifying metabolite peak areas using prior know-
ledge in jMRUI. Ten Lorentzian peaks were entered into jMRUI: PE, PC, inorganic phosphate (Pi), 
GPE, GPC, PCr, γ-ATP, α-ATP, NADPH, and β-ATP. Expected chemical shift values with respect to the 
PCr peak at 0.00 ppm were taken from [26]. Peak ratios were calculated as the ratio between the 
(sum of the) fitted amplitudes of the metabolites. SNR was determined in the frequency domain by 
dividing the metabolite peak heights by the mean of the standard deviations in the first and last 1024 
data points, containing no metabolites (after shifting the metabolite of interest to the centre data 
point in the frequency domain).

AMESING MRSI (3T and 7T)

AMESING MRSI data obtained at 3T and 7T were also pre-processed in MATLAB. First, spatial Ham-
ming filtering (effective voxel size ~147 mL) was applied. This was followed by voxel selection by 
choosing the voxel with absent or lowest PCr peak and highest metabolite of interest SNR. The 
spectrum of the voxel of interest was zero filled to eight (FID) and four (echoes) times the acquired 
data points to maintain equal spectral resolution. Zeroth order corrections as described above were 
performed in the five echoes for PE, PC, Pi, GPE and GPC for the first offset and for α-ATP for the se-
cond offset for 7T data. The FID was zeroth order phase corrected by the phase of the first even echo 
(e.g. echo number two), or by phasing the FID signal manually (in case the SNR of the echo signals 
was too low). At 3T, the FID spectra were zeroth order phased only for Pi and α-ATP. In addition, a 
first order (linear) phase correction was performed in the FID spectra to adjust for the acquisition 
delay between excitation and read out. A baseline correction was applied to the FID spectrum using 
a spline fit. The FID SNR was calculated as described for ISIS data.

Next, T2 calculations were performed. At 3T the signal from voxels located inside the liver had 
decayed to the level of noise at the first echo time (102 ms) so that T2 calculations were not possible, 
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even after averaging all individual FIDs and echoes. For illustration purposes, we then calculated the 
average T2 for PCr at both 3T and 7T from the voxels with the highest PCr peak (i.e. containing mus-
cular tissue). At 7T additional T2 calculations were performed for GPC, GPE, Pi, PC, PE and α-ATP from 
the chosen voxel inside the liver. Signal amplitudes of all individual FIDs and echoes were averaged 
to obtain groupwise FID and echoes. The signal amplitudes of the groupwise FID and echoes were 
fit against the TEs using a Levenberg-Marquardt routine and a two-parameter signal function, in-
corporating the noise level in the fit to obtain a standard deviation of the fit results. This allowed 
calculation of groupwise-T2 values with an estimated error. Finally, the obtained groupwise-T2 values 
were used to calculate individual T2-weighted sum spectra for each metabolite of interest as de-
tailed in [20]. Briefly, FID and echoes were weighted according to their relative T2 decay: hence, early 
echoes with the shortest echo times were weighted stronger than the later echoes, resulting in 
more weight for the echoes with highest SNR. In addition, average sum spectra were calculated for 
each metabolite and each subject by averaging the FID and five echoes. The theoretical SNR gains 
of T2-weighted sum spectra and average sum spectra versus FID spectra were calculated as detailed 
in [27] and [20]. Both average and T2-weighted sum spectra were scaled to their corresponding FID 
spectra to ensure correct SNR comparisons as detailed in [20].

Metabolic map

As an example of the possibilities of 7T AMESING MRSI of the liver, a metabolic map was constructed 
for a single volunteer showing T2-weighted sum spectra originating from the voxels located in the 
thoracic wall (i.e. the voxel with the highest PCr peak) and in the liver.

Statistical analyses
Results are presented as mean (±SD), median (IQR) or numbers (%) where appropriate. SNRs and 
peak ratios for AMESING MRSI between field strengths, and between acquisitions (AMESING FID 
and T2-weighted sum spectra) for the same field strength were compared for statistical significant 
differences with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for paired data. A P value <0.05 was considered sta-
tistically significant. The statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 5.0 (GraphPad 
Software, La Jolla, CA).

Results

Subjects
All ten subjects underwent 3T and 7T 31P-MRS. Their median age was 26.5 (22.7–28.5) years at the first 
scan session and median delay between 3T and 7T scans was 23 (12–27) days. ISIS (3T) and AMESING 
MRSI (3T and 7T) data were technically successfully acquired in all ten subjects. Two AMESING MRSI 
data sets at 3T and two at 7T showed PCr contamination in conjunction with overall low SNR. These 
were not included in the further analyses.

T2 calculations
Figure 2A-G show the groupwise signal decay for several metabolites of interest at 7T from liver 
(Figure 2A-F) and muscle (Figure 2G), while Figure 2H shows the groupwise signal decay of PCr in 
muscle at 3T. The corresponding T2 values are shown in Table 2.

31P-MR SPECTROSCOPY OF THE LIVER
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Figure 2.  A-H show the groupwise averaged signal of the metabolites of interest (plotted on the y-axes) as 
function of the echo times (plotted on the x-axes), illustrating T2 decay. The square boxes depict peak amplitu-
des at the respective echo times, while the red line shows the fitted line using a Levenberg-Marquardt routine, 
incorporating the signal noise. Signal amplitudes were scaled to allow easy comparison. The TE range shown for 
the 7T PCr spectrum (G) was adjusted to allow better comparison with the 3T PCr spectrum (H).
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Table 2.  Mean groupwise 7T AMESING T2 values (± SD) for 
liver and muscle metabolites.

Metabolite T2 value (ms)

PE 65.51 ±3.54

PC 51.24 ±2.26

Pi 46.37 ±1.08

GPE 43.96 ±0.78

GPC 50.44 ±0.76

α-ATP 18.18 ±0.37

PCr–7T 145.97 ±0.33

PCr–3T 339.33 ±3.17

Signal-to-Noise Ratios
For six metabolites (PE, PC, Pi, GPE, GPC and α–ATP) SNR was calculated per subject and per metabo-
lite. Average per metabolite SNR-values are shown for the ISIS and AMESING sequences in Table 3. 
Without taking into account the differences in acquisition duration and effective voxel sizes—780 
s and 216 mL for 3T ISIS and 366 s and ~147 mL for 3T AMESING MRSI—the 3T ISIS SNR-values were 
significantly higher (on average 1.5×) than the 3T AMESING FID SNR-values for all metabolites except 
α-ATP. Applying the AMESING at 7T instead of 3T resulted in an on average 2.6× higher SNR for the 
FID-acquisitions of all five metabolites of interest, which was significant for PC, Pi, GPE, GPC and 
α-ATP (P = 0.039, P = 0.008, P = 0.008, P = 0.008 and P = 0.016, respectively) but not for PE (P = 0.055). 
The 7T average sum spectra had higher SNR compared to the 7T FID for GPE only (P = 0.016), while 
SNR was significantly lower for the α-ATP sum spectrum (P = 0.016). Finally, the 7T T2-weighted sum 
spectra had higher SNR compared to 7T FID for PE, Pi, GPE and GPC (P = 0.039, P = 0.016, P = 0.008 
and P = 0.008, respectively) and similar SNR for PC and α-ATP (P = 0.195 and P = 0.078, respectively).

Table 3.  Per metabolite mean signal-to-noise ratios (± SD) for 3T ISIS (216 mL) and the AMESING sequence (~147 mL).

Metabolite 3T 7T

ISISA FID FID Sum spectraB T2W-spectraC

PE 15.6 ±2.4 9.6 ±2.0 14.4 ±5.3 14.9 ±6.1 17.6 ±7.0

PC 15.6 ±3.5 10.2 ±2.5 16.9 ±6.7 16.1 ±5.9 19.2 ±7.6

Pi 16.0 ±3.5 12.4 ±2.9 28.2 ±8.8 26.2 ±8.7 32.7 ±11.9

GPE 22.5 ±6.5 13.9 ±1.8 37.0 ±14.9 49.6 ±20.5 53.9 ±22.3

GPC 25.1 ±5.4 13.9 ±3.2 39.5 ±15.1 49.0 ±20.4 55.3 ±22.9

α-ATP 12.3 ±10.6 12.0 ±2.5 54.3 ±19.5 34.6 ±12.0 56.3 ±19.6
A At 3T all ISIS SNR-values were significantly higher than for the AMESING FID except for α-ATP.
B At 7T, non-weighted (sum) averaging of FID and echoes resulted in significant SNR gain for GPE only, while α-ATP SNR was 
significantly reduced. 

C T2-weighted averaging resulted in significant SNR gain compared to FID for PE, Pi, GPE and GPC.

31P-MR SPECTROSCOPY OF THE LIVER
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Figure 3.  Examples of 31P AMESING spectra obtained in a single volunteer. Figure 3A (upper panel) shows the 3T 
FID, Figure 3B (middle panel) the 7T FID whilst Figure 3C (bottom panel) shows the 7T T2-weighted sumspectrum. 
Spectra have been apodized with a 25 Hz (3T) or 35 Hz (7T) Gaussian filter and are scaled according to the noise 
levels. Metabolite peaks have been allocated as follows: a) PE, b) PC, c) Pi, d) GPE, e) GPC, f) PCr, g) γ-ATP, h) α-ATP 
and i) NADPH.
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Table 4 shows the theoretical and experimental SNR-gains for the AMESING sum spectra and T2-
weighted sum spectra. The theoretical SNR-gains were calculated using the T2 values found in this 
study using the method reported in [20]. The average SNR improvement of 7T versus 3T was 2.6× for 
AMESING FID. Another 1.2× SNR was gained when applying T2-weighted AMESING at 7T for a total 
3.2× SNR gain compared to 3T AMESING FID. Figure 3A-C shows examples of the FID at 3T (Figure 3A) 
and 7T (Figure 3B) and a T2-weighted sum spectrum at 7T (Figure 3C) centred at Pi in a single subject.

Table 4.  Theoretical and experiment SNR-gain at 7T for the AMESING sum and T2-weighted spectra compared to FID.

Metabolite Sum spectra T2W-spectra

Theoretical Experimental Theoretical Experimental

PE 0.98 1.04 1.35 1.23

PC 0.80 0.95 1.24 1.14

Pi 0.73 0.93 1.20 1.16

GPE 0.70 1.34 1.18 1.46

GPC 0.79 1.24 1.23 1.40

α-ATP 0.38 0.64 1.01 1.04

Metabolite Ratios
At 3T, individual fits were performed on ISIS spectra in JMRUI. Individual 3T AMESING FID spec-
tra did not allow proper spectral fitting, hence no spectral fitting was performed for 3T AMESING 
MRSI data. At 7T, individual T2-weighted sum spectra were fitted. The resulting metabolite ratios are 
shown in Table 5. PME/PDE and PE/(PME+PDE) were significantly (P = 0.031 and P = 0.036, respecti-
vely) higher for 3T ISIS than for 7T. Conversely, GPC/(PME+PDE) was higher for 7T T2-weighted sum 
spectra than for 3T ISIS, indicating that an increased area of the PDE metabolites at 7T was the most 
likely cause for these findings. No differences were found between the NADPH/(PME+PDE) ratios.

Table 5.  Mean metabolite ratios (± SD) for ISIS (3T) and AMESING (7T-T2W).

Ratio 3T ISIS 7T AMESING T2W-spectra

PME/PDE 0.54 ±0.11A 0.22 ±0.06

PE/(PME+PDE) 0.20 ±0.05B 0.08 ±0.02

GPC/(PME+PDE) 0.34 ±0.05 0.44 ±0.08C

NADPH/(PME+PDE) 0.06 ±0.03 0.09 ±0.04
A , B PME/PDE and PE/(PME+PDE) were higher at 3T ISIS (P = 0.031 and P = 0.036).
C GPC/(PME+PDE) was higher at 7T AMESING T2W (P = 0.031).

Metabolic map
Figure 4 shows a metabolic map using 7T AMESING MRSI T2-weighted sum spectra obtained in a 
single volunteer. The 2D MRSI grid depicted in Figure 4 shows the nominal voxel size, without ta-
king into account the effects of Hamming filtering. Figure 4A-E show representative spectra coming 
from the intercostal muscles (Figure 4A) and liver (Figure 4B-E).

31P-MR SPECTROSCOPY OF THE LIVER
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Discussion
This study shows that AMESING MRSI of the liver is possible at both 3T and 7T. In addition, it shows 
that multi-echo AMESING MRSI allows localised T2 calculations and a 1.2× further SNR boost at 7T for 
a total SNR gain versus 3T of 3.4×, paving the way for high-SNR metabolite mapping.

At 3T the AMESING FID (voxel volume: ~147 mL, NSA = 2, acquisition time: 6 min and 6 s) sho-
wed lower SNR than the conventional single voxel ISIS acquisition (voxel volume: 216 mL, NSA = 128, 
acquisition time: 13 min) with broadband decoupling and NOE. This SNR difference was statistically 
significant for all metabolites except α-ATP. The ISIS SNR values in our limited cohort were compa-
rable to a large (n = 85) cohort of healthy volunteers that was recently described [28]. The higher 
SNR of ISIS—explained mostly by its larger voxel size—diverts the attention from the limitations of 
its single voxel nature that does not allow regional assessment. In contrast, 2D and 3D MRSI deliver 
spectra from multiple smaller voxels with good SNR, allowing the composition of metabolic maps as 
shown in Figure 4. In a clinical context, this could be used to compare spectra from a liver tumour 
with surrounding healthy tissue or to gain insight into the heterogeneity in diffuse liver diseases.

A

LR

P

B

C

D

E

A

ppm
0 -55 -101015 -15

Figure 4.  A-E show an example of a metabolic map using T2-weighted sum spectra obtained in a single volunteer at 
7T. The transverse 1H image of the liver was obtained using the 1H elements of the half volume coil. The 2D MRSI grid 
is shown with the nominal voxel size (10 × 10 mm2) without taking into account the effects of Hamming filtering. The 
spectra obtained in the intercostal muscle layer (A) and the liver (B-E) clearly show the potential of 7T AMESING MRSI 
for localised high-SNR spectral analysis.
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The 7T AMESING FID showed an average 2.7× SNR gain compared to 3T AMESING FID. When 
the localised T2 information was used to weight the later echoes, SNR increased further for a total 
SNR gain compared to 3T FID of 3.2×. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to report in vivo 
liver 31P T2 values obtained at 7T. The latter are arguably mandatory if proper conversion of signal 
intensity to molar concentration is required. Future research in larger cohorts should evaluate these 
T2 values.

Our 3T ISIS metabolite ratios were comparable to those reported in healthy volunteers by Se-
vastianova et al. [9]. No prior results of 7T liver metabolite ratios have been reported in the literatu-
re. Compared to 3T data, PME/PDE and PE/(PME+PDE) ratios were lower at 7T while GPC/(PME+PDE) 
was higher at 7T. The differences between individual pairs (i.e. 3T ISIS and 7T T2-weighted AMESING 
metabolite ratios) were statistically significant but should be interpreted with caution due to the 
inherent differences in data acquisition and post-processing. Studies in larger populations could 
allow further comparison of the metabolite ratios at 7T and 3T. 

Our study has a number of limitations. This includes its limited sample size (n = 10) and inclusion 
of only male healthy volunteers. For the purpose of this feasibility study, this was thought adequate 
but for the clinical implementation a larger and more varied group of healthy subjects needs to be 
scanned and compared with diseased subjects.

Secondly, at 3T the five AMESING echoes contained few signal data for voxels located inside 
the liver. At least two reasons can be provided. First, the echo spacing at 3T was necessarily long (101 
ms) to equalise spectral resolution at 3T and 7T and therefore most signal from voxels in the liver had 
decayed to noise at the first echo and later. Secondly, the circular surface RF coil used in this study 
had a limited B1 transmit range and a relatively small sensitivity profile. When positioned over the 
liver, only part of the liver was inside the sensitive range of the coil. This was clear when analysing the 
signal profile from voxels perpendicular to the coil: data obtained in voxels adjacent to the coil—i.e. 
containing mainly intercostal muscle—showed that the AMESING sequence does provide relevant 
information at 3T. For example, it allows T2 calculation of muscle metabolites such as PCr. In fact, 
our 3T T2 of PCr (339 ms) corresponds well to other data regarding PCr at 3T, notably Bogner et al. 
(354 ms) and Meyerspeer et al. (334 ms) that were obtained with frequency selective spin-echo and 
STEAM techniques, respectively [29, 30]. Future research could focus on reducing the echo spacing 
for 3T AMESING acquisitions to regain signal at later echoes.

Third, we did not equalise acquisition times for the ISIS and AMESING sequences. For the ISIS 
acquisition at 3T we implemented an approach adopted by several institutes for research and clinical 
purposes. The AMESING method was performed at two different frequency offsets and equalising 
their acquisition times with the ISIS approach would have meant at least 3 × 13 minutes of scan time 
in addition to the localisation procedure. This was unacceptable for the current study. 

Fourth, neither at 3T nor at 7T did we use optimal RF coils. For example, Panda et al. have des-
cribed a dual-tuned (31P/1H) eight-channel phased array coil that provided whole-liver coverage at 
3T whereas our circular 3T RF coil had only limited liver coverage and did not have quadrature de-
tection [31]. At 7T, positioning the half-volume RF coil correctly over the liver was difficult at times, 
due to incompatibility of the subject’s thoracic circumference and RF coil size. Hence a flexible RF 
coil set-up could reduce subject discomfort whilst simultaneously eliminating the volume of air 
between the chest and/or abdominal wall and RF coil surface. Dedicated liver quadrature RF coils 
will allow further improvements of both SNR and coverage that will improve the use of AMESING for 
liver spectral mapping.

Fifth, we did not perform absolute quantification of metabolite concentrations. This would re-
quire acquisition of external reference spectra and corrections for amongst others: temperature, 
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voxel location, chemical shift (due to the non-uniform pulse profiles), T1 and T2 relaxation, liver vo-
lume and liver fat content as recently described by Laufs et al. [28]. This was beyond the aim of our 
study.

Finally, the 31P-MRS acquisitions in this study were of a static nature, i.e. no dietary, pharmaceu-
tical or exercise challenge was given nor were specific MRS techniques such as magnetisation or 
saturation transfer applied. Such “challenges” could provide dynamic metabolic information that 
might be beneficial in establishing both the presence and severity of specific diseases [32].

Future research should focus on refining the implementation of the AMESING sequence in 
combination with dedicated liver RF coils. In addition, patient studies should provide data on the 
use of specific metabolite ratios for diagnostic and treatment response monitoring purposes as the 
metabolic information inherent in the high-SNR 31P spectra with AMESING MRSI may benefit the 
future diagnostic work-up in both diffuse and focal liver disease.

Conclusion
In conclusion, at 7T the AMESING sequence was able to provide liver metabolites’ T2 values allowing 
high-SNR liver metabolite mapping in healthy volunteers.
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